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mid the industrial and agricul-
ural chemicals leaching into our
rinking water, the automobile
missions fouling the air, and the
erbicides and hormones with
hich much of our food supply is

aced, one pollutant poses a far
reater threat. It permeates not our
ater, air, and food but our social

nd psychological environments. It
oes not cause cancer or chronic ob-
tructive pulmonary disease, but it
oes take an immense toll on our ca-
acity to trust, to believe what we
ear and say. This pollutant is known
olloquially as bullshit.

Among the most intriguing
ooks published in 2005 was a slim
onograph on this very topic by
rinceton University philosopher
arry Frankfurt [1]. Titled simply,

f idiomatically, On Bullshit, Frank-
urt’s modest monograph exposes
he origins and implications of this
adly pervasive feature of contem-
orary life. Even the medical pro-
ession is not free of it. Yet respect
or the standards and aspirations of
he life of the mind require that
e take steps to reduce its spread.
hat is bullshit? Why is it on the

ise? What can we do about it?
Frankfurt defines bullshit as de-

iberate misrepresentation. It is not,
owever, synonymous with lying.
hen people tell a lie, they do so

ntending to mislead. In so doing,
hey are very mindful of the differ-
nce between truth and falsity. Li-
rs recognize what is true and what
s false and attempt to convince the
istener that what is false is in fact
rue. This sort of deception under-
ies most scientific and literary mis-
onduct, in which data have been
alsified or writers have attempted
o take credit for someone else’s
ork. We know the truth, but we
hoose to say something else. a
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Bullshit is different. Although it
oo is a form of deliberate misrep-
esentation, bullshitters do not re-
lly care whether what they are saying
s true or not. Bullshitters merely do
ot want to be revealed as unknow-

ng. They want everyone to think
hey know what they are talking
bout, so even when they don’t, they
o ahead and act as if they do. They
are most about appearances, and
hey will say what they need to say to
aintain the impression of authority.
o tell a lie, it is necessary to know

he truth, but to bullshit it is only
ecessary not to care about it.
Here is a beautiful example of

ullshit from one of the greatest nov-
ls ever composed, Tolstoy’s War and
eace (Book III, chapter 7):

Boris] asked him to tell them how and
here he got his wound. This pleased Ros-

ov and he began talking about it, and as he
ent on became more and more animated.
e told them of his Schon Grabern affair,

ust as those who have taken part in a battle
enerally do describe it, that is, as they
ould like it to have been, as they have
eard it described by others, and as sounds
ell, but not at all as it really was. Rostov
as a truthful young man and would on no

ccount have told a deliberate lie. He began
is story meaning to tell everything just as it
appened, but imperceptibly, involun-
arily, and inevitably he lapsed into false-
ood. If he had told the truth to his hear-
rs—who like himself had often heard
tories of attacks and had formed a definite
dea of what an attack was and were expect-
ng to hear just such a story—they would
ither not have believed him or, still worse,
ould have thought that Rostov was him-

elf to blame since what generally happens
o the narrators of cavalry attacks had not
appened to him. He could not tell them
imply that everyone went at a trot and that
e fell off his horse and sprained his arm
nd then ran as hard as he could from a
renchman into the wood. Besides, to tell
verything as it really happened, it would
ave been necessary to make an effort of
ill to tell only what happened. It is very
ifficult to tell the truth, and young people
re rarely capable of it. His hearers expected

story of how beside himself and all aflame i
ith excitement, he had flown like a storm
t the square, cut his way in, slashed right
nd left, how his saber had tasted flesh and
e had fallen exhausted, and so on. And so
e told them all that.

Of course, bullshit is the name-
ake of excrement. Frankfurt de-
cribes excrement as the “corpse” of
ourishment, or what remains after
he vital elements in food have been
xhausted. In this sense, bullshit is
n appropriate term for this form of
endacity because it belies the very

ssence of communication. Con-
ider the ancient philosophical puz-
le called the Epimenides paradox:
Everything I tell you is a lie.” Yet
ow can everything I say be a lie if
his very statement, asserting that I
ie, is itself a lie? Would this not
ndicate that I am telling the truth?

Communication is only possible
hen we can assume a shared sys-

em of meaning respected by both
arties. Like the boy who cried
olf, if we habitually mislead, we
ill soon gain the reputation of un-

rustworthiness. As a result, even
hen we seek earnestly to tell the

ruth, we will not be believed. A stu-
ent, professor, colleague, or friend
ho has lost the trust of others has

uffered one of the most serious pro-
essional injuries. Trust is perhaps the
ost fundamental of all virtues in the

rofessions, where we put allegiance
o the pursuit of truth over the pro-
otion of self-interest.
Why is bullshit on the rise?

rankfurt asserts that bullshit is in-
vitable in situations that require us
o talk or write about something we
o not understand. This is one of
he dangers in perpetuating the
yth of the omniscient physician.

t promotes in patients, colleagues,
nd perhaps even ourselves the ex-
ectation among that there is noth-
ng we do not know. When we begin
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14 Invisible to the Eye
o feel that we cannot admit “I don’t
now” without destroying our self-
mage, and therefore feel obliged to

ake pronouncements on every
opic we encounter, we have joined
he ranks of the bullshitters.

When a conversation shifts to a
opic about which we know nothing,
e face an important choice. We can

ither remain silent, or at least admit
ur ignorance, or we can bullshit.
he most truthful course of action, of

ourse, is to remain silent, or at least
o admit that we do not know. For
eople whose sense of pride and
ery self-identity is bound up with
nowing, the greater temptation is
o speak. Who will be the biggest
ullshitters of all? People who feel
bliged to render an opinion on ev-
rything. Unfortunately, taking on
ormal authority can augment this
mpulse, promoting any preexisting
nclinations in this direction.

Of course, hiding our ignorance
s not the only reason we bullshit.
here is also the impulse to avoid

he unpleasant or threatening as-
ects of daily life. For example, we
ay downplay or seek to explain

way signs of a brewing storm in an
rganization in an effort to distract
thers and ourselves from unpleas-
nt prospects. If we are to avoid this
itfall, we must be willing to look
hreats in the eye. When someone
as something unpleasant to tell us,
e must be prepared to give a full
earing rather than escape at the
rst opportunity.
Another reason we bullshit is the

esire to avoid an otherwise embar-
assing silence. Rather than allow a
ull in the conversation to go on for

ore than a few seemingly intermi-
able seconds, someone chimes in
ith an inapposite point that
erely distracts everyone from
hat really needs to be said. This is
terrible pitfall in the practice of
edicine, when patients and col-
eagues may need a few minutes to o
ompose themselves before they
an find the words to say what re-
lly needs to be said. In this respect,
ilence can be golden, for it is some-
imes only in silence that the truth
an emerge.

Frankfurt suggests that a new
ullshit-friendly attitude is exacer-
ating our contemporary situation.
his is the view that there is no
bjective reality, no truth with a
apital T, to which our utterances
an even correspond. Associated
ith a school of literary criticism

alled postmodernism, this view
mplies that we can no longer con-
ern ourselves with whether some-
ne’s statement is correct or not.
e lack a standard by which to dis-

inguish the true from the false. In-
tead the only determination we
an make is whether the statement
s sincere or not.

Frankfurt calls this an antirealist
osition, a view that seems to per-
eate many television talk shows.
he antirealist says simply, “If we

an no longer be true to the way the
orld is because we no longer pre-

ume to know it, then at least we
an be true to ourselves.” The prob-
em with this perspective, Frankfurt
rgues, is that it makes even sincer-
ty itself bullshit. In forsaking truth
nd falsehood and being merely
incere, we are admitting that we no
onger care what is true or false,
hich is the essence of bullshit.
What can we do about bullshit?

irst, we must clarify in our own
inds whether we think truth is a

ossibility. If all utterances are
qually valid, then there is no point
alking about truth or falsehood in
he first place. Once we admit that
here is some objective standard by
hich to assess the accuracy of the

hings we say to one another, then
e can take steps to rectify the condi-

ions that promote bullshit. Next, we
ust cease expecting ourselves and
thers to render authoritative opin- w
ons on matters that we do not under-
tand. If we do not know something,
e must be prepared to admit it.
This was the essence of the teach-

ngs of the prototypical ancient
reek philosopher, Socrates, who

amously declared that he was the
isest man in all of Athens precisely
ecause he recognized that he did
ot know. The quest for knowledge
egins in the recognition of igno-
ance. If we think we know every-
hing, or at least are prepared to act
s if we do, then we are unlikely to
earn very much. Instead of helping
larify matters, we render ourselves
ajor polluters who merely cloud

he understandings of others. We
hed smoke, not light, and every-
ne suffers from our presence.

Ignorance is our friend because it
elps us figure out what we need to

earn. However, some of us are so in-
ecure in our knowledge or so fearful
f revealing a chink in our cognitive
rmor that, rather than admit we do
ot know something, we bullshit as

isteners, too, by feigning under-
tanding of any topic under discus-
ion. We nod when we should ques-
ion. This is a problem, both for the
ndividuals involved and for the orga-
izations in which we work. For one
hing, it alienates us from ourselves,
rompting us to live with a false
mage of who we really are. It also
romotes a culture of obscurity in
hich it becomes harder and harder

o distinguish between what we
now, what we don’t know, and
hat we merely pretend to know.
Far from fleeing what we do not

now, we must become connois-
eurs of our own ignorance. Bio-
edical science marches forward

ot by converting the print already
n textbooks to bold font, but by
dentifying what the textbooks got
rong, or even better, what the

extbooks fail to address. To dis-
over is to loosen our hold on what

e think we know. If the renais-
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ance Europeans had failed to do
o, the world would have gone un-
xplored. Instead we need to seek
ut and explore what we do not
now. And those explorations need
o embody a determination to dis-
inguish with as much fidelity as we
an muster the true from the false.

There is a vital difference be-

ween telling the truth and being w
ruthful. In some situations, we may
ot know with sufficient confidence
hat is true and what is not. In those

ases, we should be as truthful as we
an. At times, we will be wrong. In
ther cases, we may be victims of de-
eption. But we must be vigilant in
ur efforts to assess the truth of what
e suppose we know. When we are

rong, we should be the first to ad-
it it. In all cases, it is vital that we
ommit to veracity. From a profes-
ional point of view, it is more impor-
ant to rescue the understanding than
o save face.
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